Abstract-The control of a snake-like robot is a challeng ing problem because of unknown environments and complex dynamics. We have proposed an energy-based method, called passive creeping, to control the serpentine locomotion. In the paper, we present a hypothesis that the energy state of the robot can influence the locomotor adaptation. And then we lay emphasis on experiments in order to test the hypothesis and validate the passive creeping. A locomotion experiment and a drag experiment demonstrate the adaptability of the passive creeping to variable environments and different dynamics (or payloads), respectively. In the experiments, an optical motion capture system is used to obtain the kinetic energy information of the snake-like robot in real time.
I. INTRODUCTION
In our blue planet, snakes, the elongate legless reptiles, are found on every continent except Antarctica. After millions of years of evolution, snakes utilize hundreds of joints (exactly, 200-400 vertebrae) and a variety of gaits (e.g., lateral undulation) for allowing them locomotor mobility and environment adaptability. These characteristics naturally inspire the roboticists' interests. After the first snake-like robot was built by Hirose [1] , many researchers focused their studies on snake-like robots in order to reconstruct the redundant body in mechanism, imitate the unique movement pattern in morphology, and study the abstruse locomotion in mechanics [1]- [8] .
However, the following characteristics of the snake-like robot, inherited from a natural snake, make the dynamics of the robot-environment system very complicated: 1) redundant degrees of freedom, because of the multi-joint articulated mechanism; 2) nonexistence of a fixed base, in comparison with an industrial manipulator; 3) interaction between the robot and environment, considering the contact with the ground as an original drive of the snake motion. Concretely, the first characteristic leads to the high-dimensional nonlinear 'This work is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China 61075103 and Knowledge Innovation Program of Chinese Academy of Sciences 07 Al200101 dynamics; the second results in the underactuated system; and the third contributes to the complexity and uncertainty of dynamics [8] . Thus, it is challenging to construct an effective control method for the snake-like robot.
Serpentine locomotion is the most representative one in the several locomotion modes of snakes, so researches on the locomotion control of the snake-like robot is concentrated on the serpentine locomotion. Mainly, the existing control meth ods for the movement can be divided into three categories [4] , namely curve based, model based, and central pattern generator (CPG) based. These methods are being put into use broadly in the control of the robot, but they also have many shortcomings accompanying with merits.
First, the curve based method controls the joint angles fitting a reference curve (e.g., serpenoid curve) to shape the snake-like robot [1], [3] . This method produces diverse gaits easily, but the gait transforming are clumsy. Essentially, this method is a planning approach without considering the system dynamics. Second, the model based method includes the rigid-body-model based method [5] and the continuum model based method [6] . The dynamic equations are es tablished by using the rigid-body method or the continuum method, and then some optimization methods are applied to control the robot. The limitation is that the dynamic model is too complicated, and some predigested conditions (e.g., nonholonomic constraint) are disabled in a real environment. Third, the CPG based method uses nonlinear differential equations to generate rhythmical traveling waves [4] , [7] . CPGs can adapt to any parameter change, so the sensory information can be integrated into the method inherently. However, modulating the parameters for different gaits and adapting the traveling wave to various environments are empirical without a solid theory basis.
Through analysis, we find that there are two opposite defects in these aforementioned approaches. That is, the methods either 1) locally plan the joint angles of the robot through imitating one gait of a live snake in morphology or 2) mechanically copy the dynamic controls for other kinds of robots (e.g., robotic manipulator). The former disregards both the dynamic (or mechanical) characteristic of the snake-like robot and the effect of the environment on the movement. Contrarily, the latter neglects the unique gait and the move ment characteristic of the robot. Actually, the locomotion of the snake-like robot relates to the following coupled aspects: the robot dynamics, the environment interaction, and the serpentine gait. The researchers should comprehensively consider the robot-environment dynamic system to solve the control problem, rather than be partial to whichever part. However, the dynamic system of the robot is so complex, and how can we comprehensively master it?
As one of the fundamental concepts in science, energy plays an important role in the serpentine locomotion of the snake-like robot as follows: 1) Interacting with the environ ment means the energy dissipation. 2) Wriggling the body to push itself forward implies the energy transformation from the rotational to the translational. 3) Synchronizing of the joint movement suggests the energy balance in the whole system. Accordingly, we assume a hypothesis, considered as the foundation of the research, that the snake-like robot can adapt to variable environments and different dynamics according to the energy state of the robot itself.
Basing on this hypothesis, we introduce an energy per spective into the control of the snake-like robot to view the complex nonlinear system as an energy process. Addition ally, an energy-based method for the serpentine locomotion, named passive creepin g , has been proposed in [9] , [10] . The advantages of the passive creeping include the comprehensive concept, explicit control, and inherent adaptability. Compar ing with the previous work [9] , [10] , we address the following original topics in this paper: 1) presenting an experimental bench based on an Optotrak Certus ® motion capture system; 2) verifying the proposed hypothesis through using a concrete method, the passive creeping, in order to establish a basis for the research; 3) studying the adaptability of the passive creeping to variable environments and different dynamics (or payloads) in experiment.
II. CONCEPT OF PASSIVE CREEPING
In this section, we concisely review the concept of the pas sive creeping [9] , [10] . The snake-like robot is an articulated mechanical system with passive wheels. The length, mass, and inertia tensor of the ith module (i = 3, ... ,n, and the 1 st and 2nd module are considered as the virtual ones) are Ii, the environment by using Coulomb friction as
(1)
.. ,n -1, where 1) � ,i and v �,i are the tangent and the normal velocity along the robot's body respectively;
2) g is the gravitational acceleration. 3) ,u � and ,u � are the friction coefficients in the tangent and the normal direction respectively. Note that the friction model is only a simple approximation for the real interaction. The dissipative power of the energy led by the interaction effect can be written as
Second, the energy transformation relates to the dynamics of the serpentine locomotion. When the snake-like robot wiggles the body continuously in order to push itself on wards, the rotational kinetic energy E R is transformed into the translational kinetic energy ET. These two kinds of energy can be defined as
where ill b . and V b . are the angular and the linear velocity S,l S,l component of the body velocity of the ith module respectively. ET is directly correlated with the forward velocity of the robot along the trajectory. The proportion of the translational kinetic energy to the whole kinetic energy 1] 2 is a special quantity describing the efficiency of the serpentine locomotion in a stable state, and can be written as
E T (4)
Third, the serpentine locomotion relates to the energy balance among the numerous joints, because the locomotion is the resulting effect of the movements in many joints. Biologically, the head-to-tail undulatory wave along the body propels a snake onwards. The phase order of the joint angles can be found from the snake motion clearly. According to the priori knowledge, dynamic shift is proposed as 'rn -i =An-i ( x" -i + l(t) _ x" -i (t)) (5) for i= 1, ... ,n-4, where An-i is a proportional coefficient.
The latter joint follows the former. The dynamic shift, considered as a generalized gait, expects to realize the synchronization of the joint movements.
The concept of the passive creeping is depicted in Fig. 1 . The dynamic shift produces the tendency toward the ser pentine locomotion. The environment affects the movement through the energy dissipation. And the robot dynamics influence the motion through the energy transformation. 
for i= 1, ... ,n-4, where 1) a, k d , and k p are three coefficients; 2) In is the moment of inertia of the head module around the head joint; 3) K= [Kn ,Kn_I, ... ,K4]
T is a vector of integrating amplification factors; 4) xct is a reference angle of the head joint; 5) IPt is a turning parameter; 6) Eref and E are the reference and the real mechanical energy respectively. The reference energy Eref is used to construct an adaptive law for adaptation to various environments [10] , but it is considered as an ordinary control variable in the paper.
The head joint torque 'Ln implements the top-level control, such as turning, and is partially based on the computed torque control. IKn (J� (Eref -E)dt) + Eref -EI which is PI control has two functions as: 1) compensating the steady energy error because of the integral part, and 2) quickening the startup due to the proportional term. Correspondingly, the body joint torques 'Ln-/s realize the serpentine locomotion. The energy error integral J� (Eref -E)dt has the following two functions: 1) adjusting the amplitude of the body joint based on the energy control, and 2) adapting the body wriggling amplitude to the environments and dynamics. The head and the body module have the different tasks in the serpentine locomotion.
III. EXPERIMENTAL BENCH
The experimental bench mainly consists of a host com puter, an Optotrak Certus ® optical motion capture system, and a snake-like robot as listed in Table I . Because the early control method for the serpentine locomotion was based on the serpenoid curve, most snake-like robots accept the reference angle command. However, the passive creeping controls the robot through the joint torques. Inspired by the experimental technique proposed by Watanabe et at. in [5] , we design the mixed virtual/physical experiment of the passive creeping as shown in Fig. 3 .
The experiment flow is presented in Fig. 4 . The optical measure system captured the kinematic information of the real snake-like robot in real time, and the kinematic data were fed back to the host computer by using the Optotrak API. The computer calculated the energy state of the real robot based on the sensor data, and regulated the torque command under the passive creeping control (i.e., (6) and (7)). The torque command controlled a virtual snake-like robot in an Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) simulator, and then the joint angles of the virtual robot were transmitted to the microcontroller unit of the real robot based on RS-232 to control the real robot. In the experiment, the synchronous dynamic simulation, based on ODE, obtained the mapping from the torque command to the angle command in order to make up the handicap of the real robot. The details about the synchronous simulation can be found in [9] , [10] .
The measurement and the partition of the kinetic energy is an essential operation of the energy-based feedback control. As exhibited in Fig. 3 , four markers which emitted infrared light were regularly attached on each module of the snake like robot. The 3D positions of the markers in an inertial coordinate system were collected by the Optotrak system through detecting the infrared light. And then the correspond ing 6D transformations (positions and orientations) of the robot modules were calculated by the Optotrak software. By using the numerical difference method, the linear and the angular velocities of the modules were obtained. Finally, the kinetic energy and the energy proportion defined in (3) and (4) could be easily computed.
The basic fixed parameters of the experiment are presented in Table II . The variable parameters are the environment pa rameters (i.e., Ji� and Ji D . Essentially, Ji � is the dimensionless coefficient of rolling friction (CRF), including that of the passive wheel and that of the wheel axis bearing, and Ji� is the coefficient of kinetic friction. The friction coefficients in the simulation vary according to the variations in the real environments. In the experiment, five different environments listed in Table III are chosen in order to test the validity and adaptability of the passive creeping.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Two experiments, including a locomotion experiment and a drag experiment, are presented in this section. The former varies the environments and the latter alters the dynamics. We do not think either the environments or dynamics can be measured or modeled accurately because of the com plexity of the robot-environment system. These inaccuracy and complexity are not problems to biological snakes with a long evolution in the nature. Our method can generate the serpentine locomotion and adapt to different environments and dynamics only based on the kinetic energy of the snake like robot, which is measured by the optical capture system exactly in real time.
A. Locomotion Experiment
The snake-like robot implements the serpentine locomo tion in different environments. The facing environments are described in Table III Each real unit of the snake-like robot is of the same length, mass, and inertia respectively.
adaptability of the passive creeping is discussed. By observ ing the results of the experiment in Fig. 5 , the following conclusions can be obtained.
First, within the same wall clock time, the virtual snake like robot moves farther than the physical robot. The passive wheels of the virtual robot contact with the ground uniformly and equably in simulation. Contrarily, those of the real robot can not well contact with the environment because of the manufacturing and assembling error of the robot and the unsmoothness of the ground. The less contact points mean the less driving forces, and more violent skidding. Therefore, the robot in experiment skids more strongly and moves more Slippery wood noor rubber   75 ,-------------.------ , we find that the more slippery environment leads to the more unorderly initial trajectories. Third, the wall clock time is inversely proportional to the average proportion of energy as shown in Fig. 5(f) . That is, the higher energy proportion leads the higher forward velocity. This conclusion accords with the definition of the energy proportion (4). Forth, there is no explicit relationship between the environment characteristic and the energy proportion in the passive creeping.
B. Drag Experiment
The snake-like robot was used to drag a heavy object in order to study the adaptability of the passive creeping to different dynamics. The experimental set is presented in Fig. 6(a) . The dynamic model of the whole system is entirely changed with an altered payload. Moreover, we can also consider this situation as the increase of the tangential friction coefficient, because the reaction force of the drag applying on the robot is backward. The synchronous simulation is the same as the previous experiment without dragging a heavy object. The physical robot adapt to this situation according to the energy feedback measured by the Optotrak system. The object was dragged 60cm, and the 60cm displacement was equally divided into two adjoining ones for comparison.
From Fig. 6(b) , we find that the time spent in the second 30cm displacement is less than half of the first. Therefore, we can conclude that the drive capability of the movement is increased in the adaptive process. In order to obtain the in creased drive, the amplitudes of the joint angles are amplified and the average amplitude reaches at about I.Orad (Fig. 6(c) ). Comparatively, the average amplitude in locomotion experi ment is about O.7rad. The bigger amplitude implies the bigger joint torque. That is, the movement intensity is increased. As a cost, the energy proportion 1]2, which represents the efficiency of locomotion, is decreased gradually with the increased drive as shown in Fig. 6(d) . The configuration series in Fig. 7 clearly describes the adaptive process of the snake like robot dragging the payload. A natural snake performs the same movement tendency to the increased undulation amplitude in order to obtain the more drive in a slippery environment.
According to the above two experiments, the following conclusions can be obtained: First, the passive creeping can control the serpentine locomotion to adapt to different environments and dynamics through using the energy state. Second, the energy proportion 1]2 describes the locomotion efficiency. 1]2 is in direct proportion to the locomotion velocity and in inverse proportion to the driving force. Third, the increase of the movement intensity means the increase of the drive, but the locomotion efficiency becomes decreased. Note that the above experiments study the adaptability of the passive creeping itself without any added adaptive law (e.g., an adaptive law of the reference energy [lO] ).
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the paper, we have recalled the concept of the passive creeping, introduced the experimental bench, and presented the experimental results. The locomotion experiment and drag experiment demonstrated the adaptability of the pas sive creeping to various environments and altered dynamics, respectively. The hypothesis that the snake-like robot can adapt to variable situations according to the energy state of the robot itself was validated. Therefore, the energy based control method of the snake-like robot, the passive creeping, is rested on a solid basis. We should point out that the adaptability to different dynamics (or payloads) is first proposed in the research of the snake-like robot.
